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Abstract. The study of systems arising in electrical discharges, via fluid models for
charged and neutral particles is performed. Existence and uniqueness of the solution, lo-
cally in time, is proven for the drift-diffusion-Poisson system coupled with the isothermal
Euler system, in a bounded domain, with the momentum prescribed on the boundary.

1. Introduction. The interest in the study of electrical discharges is getting more
and more important nowadays (see [15], [16], and [5]). Discharges in a vacuum are ana-
lyzed in [2] and [14]. Electrical discharges also appear on satellites, due to the interaction
with the solar wind. A better protection of satellites requires some knowledge of them.
Two approaches are classically used. A kinetic approach, with the Vlasov equation for
the electron distribution function [4] is used in [6], [10], and [11] in the study of discharges
on solar arrays. A fluid approach, with a drift-diffusion equation for the electron density

([4], [7], [1]) is used in this paper. Moreover, some numerical computations based on
the model studied in this paper are performed in [20], providing simulations of electri-
cal discharges in plasmas. The modelisation of a discharge is made with three kinds of
particles: electrons, ions, and neutral molecules. The charged particles are governed by
the drift-diffusion equations and the neutral ones by the isothermal Euler system. The
coupling between the different types of particles stands in the ionization-recombination
and the desorption phenomena.
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Denoting by u the electron density, v the ion density, p the neutral density, m its
momentum, and the electric potential, the following drift-diffusion system is studied:

' dtu- (Deux - neu$x)x = (vi(t,x,p,$x) — rv)u in P,

dtv - (DiVx + HiV$x)x = x,p,®x) - rv)u in P,

$1! = e(u - v) in P,

Deux = f.ieu<f>x on E,

v = 0 on E,
$ = g on E,

u(0, •) = u0,

v(0, ■) = vQ,

coupled with the isothermal Euler system

-A 2{p,m)(pt + Ai(p, m)px) + mt + Ax (p,m)mx = 0, (1.2.1)

-Ai (p,m)(pt + A 2(p,m)px) + mt + A 2{p,m)mx = 0, (1.2.2)

p(0,x) = p0{x), m(0, x) = mo(x), (1.2.3) (1.2)
m(t, 0) = Tit, 0) := (DiVx)(t, 0), (1.2.4)
p(t,a) = pa(t). (1.2.5)

Here, t and x are respectively the time and the space variables, P(S) = (0,5) x (0, a) for
a fixed time S and a length a, and E = (0, 5) x {0, a). The positive constants De,D, and
the nonnegative constants pe and pl respectively denote the electron and ion diffusion
and mobility. The functions g,uo,vo, pa, po and mo are given. Moreover,

7TI TYl
Ai(p,m) := a, A2(p,m) := l-a,

P P
a being a positive constant. On the one hand, one can recognize the ionization-recombi-
nation phenomena in the function x, p, $x) — rv)u, where u, is the ionization fre-
quency and r is a positive constant. On the other hand, the desorption is described
by Eq. (1.2.4). The ionization function Uj is usually known by a range of experimental
values. In this paper, a mathematical analysis provides conditions on the ionization func-
tion for having a well-posed problem. The mathematical complexity of the model lies
in the coupling between the parabolic drift-diffusion equations and the hyperbolic Euler
system satisfied by the charged and neutral particles respectively. Moreover, the bound-
ary condition of vanishing flux does not allow any maximum principle for the electron
density, contrary to [17], [18]. In Sec. 2, the existence and uniqueness of the solution to
the drift-diffusion equations (1.1) is shown. Then in Sec. 3, the existence and uniqueness
of the solution to the initial boundary Euler system is obtained in a setting introduced
in [13]. It requires the boundary values T to be C1, i.e., the trace of vx to be C1. The
regularity is controlled by using anisotropic Sobolev Hr,s spaces. Finally, the existence
and uniqueness of the solution to the whole system (1.1, 1.2) is obtained by a Schauder
fixed point argument in Sec. 4.

I11 the whole paper, the ionization function v := Vi{t, x, p, E) is supposed to vanish at
(f,x,0, 0), as well as its two first derivatives in t and in x. and to satisfy the following
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assumptions:
gk+ip dk+lv

(t,x,<r,E) - ^TTK-r{t,x,T,F)

rt Qk+l

^ sup\(a -T)(s,z)\ds+ dtkdxl(E ~ F)(t,x)

(k, I) G {(0,0), (1,0), (2,0), (0,1), (0,2)}, (HI)

and
f&v_
V dxl

d^u \ / d^v d^v \
(t, X, (T, E) - —t(t, X, r, F)j - (^(i, y, a, E1) - y, r, F)J

<cl\x — y\ / sup | (<r — r)(s, z) | ds +
V v/o 2

- F)(t,x) - ^j(£ - F)(t, y)

I £{0,1,2}. (H2)

Here, v(t,x,cr, E) (resp. vx(t, x, a, E),...) denotes u(t, x, a(t,x), E(t, x)) (resp. ux(t,x,
a(t, x), E(t, x)),..An example of an ionization function v satisfying these assumptions
is given by

mX pXi pX2/ / a(a,/3)dad(3dx2dxids.
Jo Jo

2. Drift-diffusion equations coupled with Poisson equation. In this section,
<j is a fixed function in C1. Denote by Q = (0, a),T = {0,a} its boundary. Assume
that g G L°°(0,T; W?'4(r)) and denote by Cg := ||5||ioo(0 T.wi,i{r)). Let u0 and
be nonnegative functions and Ck a positive constant such that ||uo||lp(o) < Ck and
lko||i>(fi) < Ck for any p G [2,6]. For any positive time T, let

K(T) := {(u,v) G L2{0,T;H\n)) x L2(0,T; H1 (n));0 < u, 0 < v}

and

K(T) :={(«, u) e K; ||u||/,oo(0jT;L4(q)) < Ck, IMU°°(o,T;L4(fi)) < Ck}-

K(T) is a closed and convex subset of L2(0,T, L4(Q)) x L2(0,T, L4(£7)).

Theorem 1. There exists a positive time T such that the system

'dtu - (Deux - fieu$x)x = x,a,$x) - rv)u, (t,x) G (0,T) x Q,

dtv - (Dlvx + HiV$x)x = (Vi(t, x, cr, ̂  - rv)u, (t, x) G (0, T) x fI,

$xx=e{u-v), (t, x) G (0, T) x O,

Deux = neu$x, {t,x) G (0,T) x T,

v = 0, (t,x) G (0,T) x T,
® = 9, (t,x) G (0, T) x T,
/(0, x) = u o(x), xGO,

,u(0, x) = ^o(^), xg(!

has a unique solution ((u,ii),<$>) G K{T) x L2(0,T, VF2'2(f2)).
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Proof. A fixed point method is used. Let us first recall some results about the solution
to the Poisson equation with a Dirichlet condition (see [8], [3]). Let / G Lp(tt) and
Vd G W2~v'p(Y). Then the solution V to

Vxx = f in
t/H/ r (2'4)V — Vd on 1

belongs to V G W2'p(fi), and there exists a constant C2,p such that

\\v\\w2,P{u)<c2,p(\\f\\^ + \\vd\\w2-i,P{r)).

Moreover, by a Sobolev continuous imbedding, there exists a constant Cinj such that

ll^x IIl°°(£1) < Clnj\\V\\W2A(Q).
By assumption on v, there are constants A \ and A2 such that

u(t, x, <7, E) < A\E + A2t.

Let T be a time such that
I[A2T2+A1C2,2C,„,(CK+Cg)+^Cj.+Cg2] < °k (2 ^

"IMIlW 1 ' j
Let F be the map

F : K(T) -v K(T),

(u,v)~(U,V),

where U and V are the solutions to

dtU - (DeUx - fj,eU$x)x = x,cr, $x) - rv)U, (t,x) G (0,T) x f2,

dtV - (DiVx + HiV$x)x = (vi(t,x,<r,$x) — rV)u, (t,x) G (0, T) x tt,

DeUx = neU$x, (t,x) G (0,T) x T,
v = o, (t,x) e (o,t) x r,

and $ is the solution to

= e(u - v), (t, x) G (0, T) x fl,

® = g, (t,x) g (o, t) x r.

Then

*)U°°(fi) < eCinj\\Q{t, -)\\W2A(n)

< eCinjC2A(\\u(t, ■) — v(t, -)||L4(fi) + Cg), t <T.

Hence ||$x|| l°°(p(t)) is bounded from above uniformly with respect to (u, v) G K(T).
There exists a unique solution (U,V) to (2.6) that belongs to K(T) (see [19]). Using
Gronwall's lemma and the definition of the time T, ||t/||Loo(o,T;L4(n)) £ Ck- The same
result holds for V. Thus {U, V) G K(T).

From now on, all constants will be denoted by C. Moreover, the map F is compact.
Indeed, U and V belong to

{/Gl2(0,T,iJ1),S(/Gi2(0,T,L2)},
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which imbeds compactly into L2(L4). So, if the sequence (un,vn) is bounded in K(T), a
subsequence of ({/„, Vn) — F(un, vn) e K(T) converges for the L2{Li) x L2(L4) topology
to some (U, V) belonging to K(T). Then, the map F is continuous for the L2 (L4) x L2(L4)
topology. Indeed, let

t ^ i2(i4) / \(Un,vn) » (u,v),

and (Un, Vn) = F(un,vn),(U,V) = F(u,v). Denote by <!>„ := $(un,vn), vt := Ui(t,x,a,
®x), v? : = Ui(t, x, a, $nx), w := Un - U, <3? = - <f>. They satisfy

Wt (DeWx HeW&nx fleU ^n)x)x

= (i/f - rvn)Un - (vi - rv)U, (t, x) £ (0, T) x ft,

DeWx — HeUn&nx ^ (0> -0

w(0, a;) = 0, x £ ft,

and the Poisson equation

<f*s = e(un - u - (vn - v)), (i, x) G (0, T) x ft,

$ = 0, (t, x) € (0, T) x r.

Denote by u un — u,v := vn — v. It is easy to see that

\ [ w2(t,x)dx + ^ [ \wx\2 < C f f(s) [ w2(s,x)dx
z Jn z JP(t) J0 L JQ

+ ll(u-u)(v)||£«(C+l|tf(s>')|lia)

(2.7)

+ ll^,-)|||2||t/n(S>-)ll^ ds,

with /(s) = C|$nx(s, + ||t/„(s, -) ||^2 + C + \vi\. A similar inequality holds for theIL2
ions. The difference z = Vn — V satisfies

dx + -^r f \zx\2
)€l 2 Jp(t)

f(s) [ z2(s,x)dx+\\(u-v)(s,-)\\2L4 [ V2(s,x)dx
Jn Jn

<C f* ds.

Hence,

1
f {w2{t,x) + z2(t,x))dx+ f (\wx\2 + \zx\2) < C f f(s) [ (w2(s,x) + z2(s,x))dx

Jq Jp(t) Jo L Jnlp(t)

+ W(u-v)(s,-)\\2l4

so that, by Gronwall's lemma,

ds,

f (w2 + z2){t, x) dx < C f f
J$7 0

nu-v\\2Li) etif{s)ds.

There is a similar result for /p(t)(|wx|2 + |-2x|2)- The boundedness of fQ f(s) ds leads to
the continuity of the map F. The Schauder fixed point theorem implies the existence of
a solution (u, v, $) of the system (2.3). For establishing the uniqueness of the solution to
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(2.3), let (wi, i?i, $1) and (u2,V2, $2) be two solutions of the system (2.3). The differences
w — u\ — U2, z = v 1 — V21 and <f> = <E>i — <I>2 satisfy

dtw - (Dewx - iiew$ix + HeU2$x)x = v%Ui + vfw - rwv\ - ru2z in P{T),

DeWx - He'W^lx + l^eU2§x =0 On S,

u>(0, x) = 0, x G

where V := Vi(t, x, a, $1) — Vi(t,x,cr, <3>2).
With similar computations to previously, and using Gronwall's lemma, the uniqueness

of the solution (u, v, $) to (2.3) follows. □
Remarks.

• There exists a maximum principle for v. It can easily be seen that if N is a
constant such that vq < N and N(r — fit) — ||f;||oo > 0, then v < N.

• There is no maximum principle for u. On account of the boundary condition, it
is difficult to expand

(De11x fleU&x^)xi

which is classically done for getting a maximum principle in the case of a Dirichlet
condition on the boundary

3. The Euler system.
3.1. The Cauchy problem.

Theorem 2. Assume that the initial conditions and m0 belong to C1 and satisfy
0 < (3 < po(0) < lmo(0)| < for some constants /? and flc. Then, there exists a
positive time 6 such that the system (1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3) has a unique solution (pc,mc)
in C1(Q(5)) where Q{S) is defined by

Q(S) := {0 < t < S,xi(t) < x < x2(t)}, (3.8)

the curves X\ and X2 being defined, as characteristics of the Euler system, by

d~^s^~ = (3 9)

xi(0) = 0,

and

dx2{s)
= \l(s,X2,pC{s,X2),mC(s,X2)),ds v(310)

^2(0) = a.

Proof. It is based on a fixed point method of Schauder type. Following Li Ta-tsien
and Yu Wen-ci [13], a constant and a function ^(v) tending to zero when rj tends to
zero are determined. Then, define the set £o(<5|f2c, fif, by

£^|0C,^,^(-)) := {v G E§(5|nc,nf),w(»M) + u(v,z) < o}, (3.11)
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where q := vt,z = vx,uj is the modulus of continuity, and the set £o(<5|Slc, Of) is defined
by

e (C1^)))2, £ < Vl < nc, \v2\ < w, Hvii! < n; J.

The set £g(<5|Qc, fif, fi^-)) is a compact subset of C°(Q(5)). Then a Schauder fixed point
argument is used in Eo(<5|f2c, fif, C

3.2. The boundary value problems. Define the subspaces R(S) and S(5) by

R(5) := {0 < t < (5, 0 < x < Xi(£)},- - WJ (3.12)

S(S) := {0 < t < d,x2(t) < x < a}.

Theorem 3. Assume that the boundary condition T belongs to C1(R(S)). Assume
J- > 0 and A° < 0. Then there exists a unique solution (p,m) to (1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.4) that
belongs to Cl(R(S)).

Proof. By the assumption, the minimal characterizing number #min defined in Li Ta-
tsien and Yu Wen-ci [13] by

2

7i#0 1=1,2
/mm := inf max' =1,2 ^ t

i=lk=1

where

A?H ii = H i2 = 0, H22 = -H21 =
A?-A°

satisfies 9min < 1. Then, similarly to Sg(<5|S7c, $lj, f2|(-)), a convex compact subset
T,pbl(R(5)) of C°(R(5)) is defined by

Epbl(R(6)) := {v € (C1(fi((5)))2;t)(0,0) = 0, ||9|| < ^,0(v,q) < fi2fa)},

where

ft = dtVi, q2+i = dtVi + dxVi, i = 1,2,

and

Q(rj,f)= sup _ \f(t,x) - f(t',x')\.
\t—t'\<ri,\x—x'\<ri,(t,x)(zR(5),(t,,x')€R(8)

Hence, following [13], a fixed point theorem can be applied in T,pbl(R(5)), so that there
exists a unique solution to (4.27) that belongs to C1(R(S)) for <5 small enough. □

In a similar way, one can prove the following.

Theorem 4. Assume that the boundary condition pa belongs to Cl(R{5)) and that
A° > 0. Then there exists a unique solution to (1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.5) that belongs to

C\S{8)).
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4. The whole problem. Let 50 be a positive constant. For the definition and the
main properties of the anisotropic spaces Hr's(P(S)) (6 < So) we refer to [12] and [9],

Theorem 5. Assume uq,vo & W2'2(tt), 0 < uq,0 < vq, and g e L°°(0, <5o; H^ (r)) ft
H3(0,6o; (T)) fl H/3'oo(0, <5o; (F)). Assume that there are two constants (5 and Q°
such that po and mo satisfy 0 < (3 < po(0) < Oc, |mo(0)| < Qc, and

mo(°) . , n „ TOo(°) ,——— a < 0 < ——— + a. (4-13)
A>(0) Po(0)

Then there is a positive time S such that the systems (1.1-1.2) have a unique solu-
tion (u,v,$, p,m) that belongs to (P(6)) x (P(S)) x L2(0, <5; (fi)) x
C\{P{8)))xC\{P{5))).

Proof. A fixed point method of Schauder type will be used to prove the existence and
uniqueness of the solution to the system (1.1-1.2) in the compact convex subset T,(P(S))
defined by

£(P(5)) := {v,vms) e ss(<j|nc,n5,n§(-)), e ^(i?^)),^^ e sphl(S(S))}.
(4.14)

Let T be the map

T : S(P(S)) —► E(P(5)),
a i-> p := T(a),

where p is the first component of the solution (p, m) to

—A 2(pt + Ai px) + mt + \imx = 0,

~^i {pt + ^2 px) + rnt + X2 mx = 0,

p(0,x) = po(x), m(0, x) — mo(x), (4-15)
m(t, 0) = F(t, 0) = (DiVx)(t, 0),

p{t,a) = pa(t),

and where v and <3> are the solutions to

'dtu - {Deux - peu$x)x = (vi(t,x,a,$x) - rv)u in Q,

dtv - (Dtvx + HiV$x)x = (vi(t, x, a, $x) - rv)u in Q,

= e(u - v) in Q,

Deux - peu$x in S,

v = 0 in E,
$ = g in E,
u(0, ■) = M0,

®(0, •) = v0.

We will see in Subsection 4.3 that T maps T,(P(5)) into itself.

(4.16)
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Since E(P(S)) is a compact and convex subset of C°, the continuity of T is a sufficient
condition for having a fixed point. The map T splits into two maps,

E(P(5)) -5-> ^([0, 5]) E(P(<5)),

a i > pi > p T(a).

M
4.1. Continuity of the map T\. For an easier reading, De, fie, Di, pi and e are taken

equal to 1. Thanks to Theorem 1, there exists a time T (T < Jo) such that there exists
a unique solution (u, v, <E>) that belongs to L2(0, T; P1(f2))2 x L°°(0, T; W2'2( fl)). In the
following, the regularity of u and v is detailed, and then the continuity of 7j is proven.

Let (u,v,<&) be the solution to the Drift-Diffusion-Poisson equations written in the
form

dtu - uxx = fe := Vi{t, x, <r, $x)u - ruv - {u$x)x in P(T),

dtv - vxx = fi := Vi(t, x, a, $x)u - ruv + {v$x)x in P(T),

ux = u$x on E,
ft 'v = 0 on L,

$>xx = u-v in P(T),

$ = g on £.

Denote by E By the first equation of (2.3), the initial condition for ut is

itt(0,x) = i>i(Q,x,po(x),E(0,x))uo(x) - ru0(x)v0(x) + dx(dxu0(x) - m0(x)9x$(0, x)).

Since uq and $(0,x) belong to H2(Q), ut(0,x) € L2(Q).

Lemma 6. If gt G L2(0,T;Pl(r)), then ut,vt € L2(0, T; H1^)) n L°°(0, T; L2(f2)).

Lemma 7. If gtt e L2{0,T; Hi{T)), then utt,vtt e L2{0,T; H1^)) n L°°(0,T; L2(fi)).

Notation. For any function G defined on T, denote by G|p := (G(0), G(a)). For any
function G defined on E, denote by G|s := (G(t, 0), G(t, a)), t e (0, T). Denote also by
ge := u$x.

Theorem 8. Let uq g P4(f2), vo e H4(fl) be such that

u(0p}(0) = u(0p)(a) = 0, p e {0,1,2,3}, (4.18)

v(p) (0) = v^p) (a) = 0, pe{0,...,4}. (4.19)

Assume that the Dirichlet data g for the potential ■!> satisfy

g £ C°(0, T; H" (F)) n P3(0, T; pi (r)) n W3'°°(0, T; P* (r)).

Then dxu(-, 0), dxu{-, a), dxv{-, 0), and dxv(-,a) belong to C1([0,T]), where (u,v) is the
solution to (4.17).
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Proof of Theorem 8. The proof consists of five steps.
(i) In this step, the belongness of u and v to H*'s(P(T)) is proven. It is sufficient to

prove fe, G L2,ge G H*(T), and the compatibility relations [12]

= uo(x)d^^X\x), iGT.

First, fe and fi belong to L2 since u and v belong to L2(Hl). Then, G H3 (]0,T[
xF). Indeed,

llU^>x||/fl(Z/2) = ||w^>x|||2(L2) + + U^tx\\L2(L2).

The integral fp^Tyu2$x is bounded because <I>X is bounded and ut G L2(H[). Then, it
follows from Lemma 6 and the properties of Poisson's equation, that <I> and <I>t belong to
L2{0, T; H3(n)) n L°°(0, T\ H2{Q)). Thus

I h1 ll^tll^2-[ u2$2x < [ ||w||^i ||$t
JP(T) JO

Thus u&x G H1'1 and u$>x G H1'?, and so, (uT^s G H^((0,T) x T).
The compatibility condition for u holds by (4.18). The compatibility condition for v,

which writes vq(x) = 0, x G F, follows from (4.19). Hence, by Theorem 6.2 of [12],

u,v G Hi'*{P(T)).

(ii) In this step, the belongness of u and v to H(P(T)) is proven. It is sufficient
to prove fe,fi G H,ge G H*(E), and the compatibility relations

(u(0, -)^x(0, -))r = ux(0, -)r-

Similar computations to Step 1 show that fe, fi G H*'§ . The belongness of ge to Hi (£)
is proven as follows. For s =

,, l|2 _ rT fT \(u^)(m-Mx)(t'M2
\\9e\\Hs{0iT)- Jo \t-t'\2^ dtdt

fT f' IK)(M) ~ (^<Fr)(f',a)|2 , ,
Jo Jo \t-t'\2s+1

< [T rT\Ht,0) - u(t',0))*x(t, 0)|2+ \u(t',0)(<i>x(t,0) - 0))|2 ,
"Jo Jo If-*'l2s+1

[' fT\(u{t,a)-u(t',a))<&x{t,a)\2 + \u(t',a)($x(t, a)-<l>x(t',a))\2 ,

Jo Jo It-t>\2*+1
It follows from the boundedness of $ in 0,T;fi) that |$x(i,0)| and |$x(£,a)| are
bounded by ll$llH ,i(0 T.n)- Moreover, u G C°{[0,T];Hi) c C°([0,T];Q), and so,

llffell2 5 <c||u||25 +C||($x)r||2 fi11 "hs(0,T)~ 11 llHs(0,T) IIV ' nH8{0,T)

<C\\u\\27, +C||^||277" "tfI'5(0.T:n) " "tf5'S(0,T;S!)

It is easy to see that <i>x G L2(0, T; i/i (fi)). Then <3?x G H» (0, T; L2(Q.)). Thus ge G
Hs(0,T). By (4.18), the compatibility relations are satisfied. It follows from Theorem
6.2 of [12] that u,v G tfT-x(P(T)).
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(iii) The belongness of u and v to (P(T)) is proven as in Steps 1 and 2.
(iv) The belongness of u and v to ffT'T (P(T)) is proven as in the previous steps.
(v) It follows from step (iv) that

«(•, 0) G H0°(O,T),u(-,a) G H*> {0,T),dxu(-,0) G H^(0,T),dxu(-,a) G H0>(O,T),

with Po — y and Pi = respectively. Hence

u(-, 0) G C1([0, T]), u(;a)GC\{0,T}),
(4.20)^(•,0) G C ([0,T]), ux(-, a) G C ([0, T]),

and similar regularities hold for v(-, 0), vx{-, 0), v(-, a), and vx(-,a). This ends the proof
of Theorem 8. □

Corollary 9. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 8, the flux and the ions at the bound-
ary,

F{t) := dxv(t, 0) + v(t, 0)dx$(t, 0),

belongs to C1 ([0, T]).

Proof. The boundary condition for the ions, namely v = 0 on E, leads to !F(t) =
dxv(t, 0). The result then follows from Theorem 8. □

Theorem 10. For any S <T, the map

7~i : er i—> T

is continuous from T,(P(S)) into C1([0,5]).

Proof. Let (ak) be a sequence in T,(P(S)) tending to some a in C°, and let (Ek) and
E be the electric fields respectively associated to (ak) and a in (4.16). Denote by a and
E, respectively,

a(t, x) a(t, x) - crk(t, x), E(t, x) := E(t, x) - Ek(t, x).

Let u,uk,v,vk be the solutions of the drift-diffusion-Poisson system (4.17). Denote by
all expressions with differences. For the electrons,

dtu - uxx = fe: =Vu- uku — r(uv + ukv)

+ ux$x + u(u - v) + ukx$x + uk(u - v) in P(T), (4.21)

dvu\s, = [udv$ - ukdv$k)|s-

Lemma 11. ||w||L2(o,T,Hi(n)) < Civile0 and ||iJ||L2(o,T,//i(n)) < Civile0-

Lemma 12. The estimations of Lemma 11 also hold for ||Mt||L2(0,T,//1(O)) and
ll^t IIl2(o,t,//1 (n)) •

Lemma 13. The estimations of Lemma 11 also hold for ||utt||^2(0,T,i?i(n)) and

The proofs of Lemmas 11, 12, and 13 use the assumptions (H) on the ionization
function v. For details of them, we refer to [19].
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Since F(t, 0) = vx(t, 0) and

||^"(s,0)||ci[o,t] < C||7JKu,u(p(t))!

estimations on are required for proving the continuity of the map T\.

(i) This step aims at showing that

ll/ell2 U 11, „ < C(||<f|& + INI2 15 15 +INI2ii¥ ,J-" ellffT'T(P(t)) v" "L 11 "BT'T(P(()) 11 "#T'-T(P(t)K

Similar inequalities also hold for fi. Recall that

u,v,uk,vk e H^'^(P(t)), u,v G

In the following, the references to "the space part" and "the time part" of \\fe\\Hr<s
mean the search for bounds from above of \\fe\\L2(o,T;Hr{ii)) and ||/e||.ffs(o,T;L2(fi))! re-
spectively.

For the space part, bounding from above terms like vu,uv,vx$x, and vx$x in L2(0,t;

HT(f2)) provides a bound for ll7JL2(0jt.ff^(n))-
• Consider \\Vu\\ u . First,

L \H 4 )

\\Vu\\h(H2) = \\Vu\\l 2(P(t)) + \\VxxU + 2VXUX + VuXX II h(P(t))-
By the hypothesis (H2),

\vxx(t,x)\ < c(\Exx\(t,x) + ||a||co). (4.22)

Moreover, u is bounded in C°(P(t)), and so

Pxxu\\2L2(P(t)) < C(\\a\\2c0 + ||u(s,-) (n)))-

Analogously, by the belongness of u to H"'s9, ux and uxx belong to C°(P(t)), so that

I2 15 )
L2(0 ,t;H:S4(n))J

l^xWx||22(p(t)) < C(||(t||20 + ||u(s, ■) - v(s, •)II~2, ,j£,0..)>

Wuxx\\L2(P(t)) < C(||a||co + ||u(s, •) - v{s, -)||i2(0 (.Hu(n))),

and

\\vu\\2L2(H2) < C(\\<t\\Io + \\u\\2 15 + IMI2 15 )•
11 > V" "C 11 "L2(0,t,tfT(ft)) " 11 L2(0,t,H~* (fi))

Then it remains to bound from above I(t) := \\Vxx{t, ■)u(t, •)!!#<» with a := §.

T[,\ - [ [ \{vxx(t,x)-Vxx(t,y))u{t,x)\2 + \Vxx(t,y)(u(t,x)-u{t,y))\2m s L L  dydx■
By the hypothesis (H2),

tu\ ^ m f f \\Exx{t,x) - Exx(t,y)\ + \x-y\\\a\\Co\2\u(t,x)\2miC L L  dx iv
r r |p„(t.»)(.(t.x)-«(t.l,))|2

Ja Jn \x ~ y\
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Then |Exx(t,x) - Exx(r,y)\ < C\\{u - v){t, -)IIh^- y\• Hence, by the belongness

\W\\ro + \\u ~ v\\2

of u to C°(P(t)),

r r M" nc° iiu _m-cLhx~y? 
\vxx{t,y){u{t,x) - u(t,y))I2IIJn JninJn \x ~ y\2a+1

dx dy.

Consequently, by (HI),

m < c (JJ + H<,on;,) (IMSo + II®-5||2H¥,(n)).
It follows that

Wxxu\\\2{h1) < C{\\a\\20 + ||u - v\\2L2{Hli)).

The other terras can be treated in the same way, so that

\\vu\\ < C(||ct||co + ||w-U||2 15 )•L2(0,t;H 4 (Q)) v" llc 11 nL2{0,t,H T (Q))

• Consider ||m;||L2^ij^. Since -j- > |, is a Banach algebra. Moreover,

v £ , hence v £ C®(H^). Consequently,

and so

Hs,-)v{s,-)\\hia < C||u(s,-5|JJ^||u||Loo(JfJy.)>

I lif 11 11 < Cllull _ 15 ||tl|| 11 .1 UL2(HT) ~ 11 "L2(H T)11 nL°°(HT)

Similarly,

||vx<M ii < CIMI 15 ||t£ — to11 7 ,

II^E^xll o U ^ ^ll^ll 7 ll^ll 15 •II x *IIL2(Wt-) — II

For the time part, for proving that ||/|l u is bounded from above, it is
H 8 (0,t;Z/ (s2))

enough to prove that ||/||ij2(o,t;L2(n)) is bounded from above.
• Consider first \\vu\\H2(L2y By Lemma 13,

\WttU\\lHP(t)) < C f ($ttx + ll(Jllco)2U2 < C||o-||co,Jp(t)
because u is uniformly bounded in L°°(P(t)). Then

\vuttlli2(P(t)) — C [ ($2 + \\a\\co)2u2tt
Jp(t)

rt
<C f ||wtt(s,-)|||2(n)(|Ks,-) -v(s,-)lli»(n) + IMIc°)

J 0

<C||a||2„,

thanks to Lemma 11 and the boundedness of utt in L°°(L2).
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• Let us bound from above \\vu\\H2(L-2). Thanks to Lemmas 7 and 11,

Then

ll^ttulll2(p(t)) - c [ i^ttx + Ikllc0)2"2 < cMlcJp(t)

\Wutt\\2L2(P(t)) - C [ ($x + Mcoful < Cbfco
J Pit)'p[ti

as previously.
• Let us bound from above \\uv\\H2(L2y Since v is uniformly bounded, \\uttv\\2L2^P^ <

<-\W c°- ;
Then ||m>tt|||2(P(t)) < c f* ||u||^i(n)||v«|||a(n) < c||ct||20, thanks to Lemmas 7 and 11.

• Consider ||vx$x\\h2(l2)-

'<\vttx$x\\'L2(p(t)) < c ( (||w - w||L2(n) + llfllffi(r))2||wtt||?fi
J 0

<C f\\vu\\2m
Jo

(fi)

(O)

<C\\a\\c°-

• Consider \\vx$x\\h2(l2)- Since u and v belong to s , u and v belong to
C°(L2(i1)), so that

\\vttx^x\\2L2(P(t)) — C [ (llu ~~ t,IU2(n))2|k«llH1(n)
Jo

<ci sup ||u(s,-)-®(s,.-)llia(n) J WvttWl^m)
\s6(0,t) J

< I|w||2 « 1. +||«||216iS + ||ct||2o-
- 11 ht'tqo^x!)) nffT'T(]o,t[xn) " 110

Then, since v £ CQ(Hl(Q)),

\\vxQttx\\~i2(P(t)) —Cf (\\utt — ̂ tt|lL2(n))2|K'll//i < C||cr||co.
JO

It follows from this first step that

I2 U 11 <C\\a\\2c0+C(\\u\\2 15 15 +|M|215 15 )'iJT'T(]0,f[x!!) ~ 11 llc v" "flT'T(]0,i[xfi) 11 "ffT'Tr(]o,t[xnr

(ii) By Lions-Magenes [12],

(P(t)J ^ (St)^'

(iii) The following inequalities hold:

I|7e||2 7 r + ||7i||2 r r < C(||a||20 + ||«||2 n n + ||iJ||2 u u ),11 ell//4'8(P(t)) " tU H 4'S (P(t)) ~ VM ML 11 "ff<'T(P(i)) Vt-¥(P(());

||ffe||2 „ <C(||«||2 „ „ +||l.||2iiii ).H 8 (P(t)) ~ 1 HTTT (P(t)) ' ffX'T(P(t))/
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Indeed, such estimations on ll/ellHJ,|(p(()) an(^ H/ill/j-l.J(p(t)) can handled as Step

1. Then

lively <cii^*+«iy„¥.¥(p(()).

For the space part, the belongness of u,ux,uxx to C°(L2) implies that

JJulx$l<cJ" \Hs,Wl4uxAs,-)\\12<C\\u\\Ihh2),

jJu2&xxx < C J \\ux||^21|^||^2 < C||m||^2.

Moreover,

J J « < cpfe,

Hence,

\\u<s>x + u<i>xr u < c||u|i u +c||tj|r11 x X"l2{HTT)- " "p(JIT) " ML2(ffT)

For the time part,

ll«*x + u$x\\2H2(L2) = + u$x\\l2 (P(t))

+ ||uti$x + 2llt$tx + u^ttx\\\,2(P(t))

+ ||utt$x + 2ut$tx + u<£ttx|li2(p(t))-

It is easy to see that

llutt$x||£2(P(t)) — C\W\\2co,

Wu^uxWlztprt)) (IIutt ~ Vtt||L2(n) + llf«ll//1)2H^lli2(S2)
Jo

< c\\cr\\2co,

and the other terms are treated similarly. Hence,

\\ge\\2 9 < C(||u||2 „ „ + ||tJ||2 „ u )." e"ff8(£t) - V" "ffT'8 (P(t)) "P"T'Tr (P(t));

(iv) As previously,

INI^.¥(P(t)) - ffH(P(t)) + ^ellil(Et))!

l|TJ|li¥.¥(P(t)) -C^llS,i(p(t)).

(v) By a similar computation to Step 1,

11 ~f e 112 3 3 < C(||ix||c„ + INI2 7 7 + ||«||2 7 7 )■" ellU4'8(P(t)) " VM "L 11 "ffj'l ((0,t)xQ) " H 4 ' 8 ((0,t)xfi)
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(vi) Again,

""I'ffJ-i (P(t)) " C^e\\h(P(t)) + H»ell^l(Et)).

"U"frJ-i(P(t)) -C|l^llLHPmr

(vii) It is easy to see that

il/e II L2(P(t)) < C(lkllc° + llulli2(H1) + \\V\\12(H1))'
ll5eti(,4)<C(N|2,4+N2Hl,i).

(viii) Moreover,

IMi^.i — C(IIuIIl2(h1) + ll^dli^H1))' (4-23)

INI^.i ^ C(ll^ll|2(ffi) + ll^llptH1))- (4.24)

(ix) Lemmas 11 and 12 imply that \\u\\l2(o,t,hH^)) ^ ^H^llc0 and ll^tIIz,2(o,r,iyi(r2)) <
C(a)c°- So ||u||2 j i < C||ct||co. The same result holds for ||?J||2 1 A , and so, it has been

H ' 2 H ' 2
proven that

ll^(S)-)llc>([0,t]) - ')llff¥(o,t) -^ll^llc0-

This proves the continuity of the map 7~i, which ends the proof of Theorem 10. □
4.2. Continuity of the map 7By Corollary 9, T(t) € C1([0,T]). Let be the

following map:

C1([0,5])^E(P(5)),
-> p,

where p is the first component of the solution (p, m) to

-A2(pt + MPx) + mt + \\mx — 0 in P(<5),

-Xi{pt + Mpx) + mt + \2mx = 0 in P(S), (4-25)
p{0,x) = po(x), m(0,x) = mo(x) in fJ,

together with the boundary conditions

m(t, 0) =

p(t,a) = pa(t).
(4.26)

The continuity of T2 is proven in C°(P(S)). In fact, it is sufficient to study it in C°(i?(5)U
S(S)) since the solution on the domain Q{S) does not depend on the boundary conditions
m on x = 0 and p on x = a. The computations being the same on R(S) and S(6), restrict
to £(i?(<5)).
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4.3. The boundary value problem on the domain R(S). Denote by ui1 := p and u>2 :=
to. The following problem is equivalent to the system (1.2) (see [19]):

( 2
y+ Ai(t,x,u)dxujj) — 0, 1 = 1,2, (t,x) £ R(5),
j=i

2
= Gi(t) := -X°(pc - P°) + (mc -to0), (4.27)

3=1
2

= G2(t,uj) - A?(p - p°) + (.F- to0), a: = 0,
j = l

where the matrix (Gj)i,j=i,2 is given by (Gj) = (l^ J).
By Theorem 9, the function T belongs to C1([0, T]). It follows from the first inequality

of (4.13) that the minimal characterizing number 0min is smaller than one. As in Sec.
3, there exists a solution to (4.27) that belongs to C1(R(S)) for 5 small enough. The
continuity of the map

T -> w := (p,m),

where (p, to) is the solution to (4.27) is proven in the following way. Let (Tp) be a
sequence converging in C1([0,T]) to T. Let w and ujp be solutions to (4.27), associated
to T and Tv respectively. The difference U := ui — up satisfies

^G j(t,x,u)(dtuij + A i(t,x,u)dxuj)

2

= ^2dtup(Cij(t,x,up) -Gj(t,x,u))

i=i
2

3=1
2

+ ^2dxUP{(lj(t,X,U)P)\i(t,X,LJP) - Clj(t,X,Uj)Xl(t,X,U}))
j=1

=: hi(uj,ujp), I = 1, 2.

The ^-characteristics fi(r;t,x) starting at (t,x) are defined by

dfi{r;t,x)
  = A;(t, Ji, w(t, /;)),

fi(t;t,x) = x, Z e {1,2}.

Let ri and T2 be the larger times such that

f2{r2(t,x)\t,x) = 0 and /i(ri(t, a;); £, x) = x1(t1).

(4.28)
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Integrating (4.28) on the ^-characteristics between r; and t and multiplying by the inverse
matrix ((kl) of (Qj) imply that

2

Uk(t,x) = fi(Ti)))Wj(Tl, fiin))
1,3 = 1

2 ft
+ ̂ 2$kl(t,x,u)^2 I dr + ̂ 2 Ckl{t,x,u) f hi(u,up)dT,

• -=\Jn lT i

(4.29)
where for any function K(t,x),

dK^fl{T)) ja= dtK(r, fi(r)) + \idxK{r, fi(r)), I £{1,2}.
air

It follows from w — 0 at the points (t,Xi(t)) that

Wk(t,x) = Cfe2(t,x,w)(-Ai(r2,0,a)(r2,0))wi(r2,0) +tU2(r2, 0))

2 ft JA (, .\ ft
+ y^j(hl(t,x,oj) f Ujdr + Y^kl(t,x,u>) I hi(u>, uip) dr.

j=1 Jr, aiT l Jn

(4.30)
Only u;2(t2,0) is given by the boundary condition. In order to know aJi(r2,0), an inte-
gration of (4.28) on the first characteristics between ti(t2(£,:e)) and r2(i, a:) is performed.
Hence,

Cn(r2,0,w(T2,0))a7i(r2,0) = -w2(r2,0) + Y] [ -^^-WjdT+f hi(uj,ujp) dr,
j=1^1 lT JTi

since W = 0 on (t, xi(t)) and C12 = 1- Since u> belongs to C1, Cii(t2, 0, uj(t2, 0)) is bounded.
Hence

2 ft

(4.31)

\u)k{t,x)\ < C I |u>2(t2,0)| + EE/ \u)j\ dr + ^ f \hi{<jj,u)p)\ dr
\ i j=iJt' i Jt'

<C (p2(T2,0)\ + Y,jo lS7J'(r'/'('r))ldTj •

Let

V(t) := sup \uij(s,x)\, ie[0,<5],
j

s,x£R(t)

where R(t) is defined by R(t) = {(r, x);0 < r < t,0 < x < xi(r)}. On the fi character-
istics, tJj (t, fi (t)) < V(r). Hence

V(t) < C\cu2{t2, 0)| +C f V(r) dr.
Jo

It follows from Gronwall's lemma that V(t) < C||uJ2||c° = Hence V tends to zero
in C° when T tends to zero.
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4.4. Uniqueness of the solution to the whole system. Let (w1,t;1,$1,/91,m1) and
(u2, v2, $2, p2, m2) be two solutions of the system (1.1)—(1.2). We denote by all the
quantities expressing differences. For example, ZJ (w} — w2, — w2), u := ul —u2,....
Subtracting the equations satisfied by these solutions,

dtu — dxxu = Vu — v2u — r(uvl + u2v) + ux^>\ + ^(u1 — v1) + u2$x + u2(u — v),

d„u = ul$liX - u2$2,x,

(4.32)
and

+ A i(t,x,uj1)dxuj)
j=i

2

= ^dtW2(Clj(t,X,Ul) -0j{t,X,LJ2))
3 = 1

2

+ y£2dxuj2{(ij(t,x,u2)\i(t,x,L02) - Cij(t,x,u1)Xi{t,x,u1))
j=l

:= ^(w'.w2) (I = 1,2).

(4.33)

Let

U(t) := sup |wj(s, x)|. (4-34)
j

s,xER(t)

With similar computations to Subsection 4.3, i.e., using a method based on the charac-
teristic curves, it can be proven that

U{t) < C||w2||c° < c||ux||co- (4.35)

Then, the following inequality,

\\vx\\c°<c[ supp2(s,-)ds, (4.36)
Jo x

is proven in the following way.

Lemma 14.

' sup|;o(s,x)|2
Jo X

- C ' sup Us, a;)!2^

and

ll^rl|2vh^0,T-,H1m) ^ C / SUP Ip(s> x)\ ds-
0 x

Lemma 15. The estimations of Lemma 14 are also valid for ||itt||i,2(o,T,,fl'1(fi)))
\\vt\\L2(0,T: Hl(Q)), \\utt\\L2(o,T,H1(Q.))i and ||^m||l2(o,t,h'1(^))-

Proof. The proofs of Lemma 14 and Lemma 15 are analogous to the proof of Lemma
11. For details we refer to [19]. □
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Denote by

/j := Vu - v2u - r(uvl + u2v) + ux®l + u{ul - t;1) + u2$x + u2(u - v). (4.37)

The difference of the fluxes of ions is J-(t, •) = vx(t, ■) on F. Then,

mom < cm*, oii„¥(0>t) < cm\Hw(Pty
A bound from above of . by C f* supx \p(s,x)\2 ds is obtained similarly to

the proof of Subsection 4.1. We only give the main steps of the rest of the proof.
(i) First,

ll/ill2 U 11, <C( f SUP \p(s,x)\2ds + ||W||2 15 15 + H^ll2 15 15"J 1"h 4 • 8 (Pt) \J0 ^'rv n " "HT'T(Pt) 11 "HT-s(Pt)

(ii) Then, by Lions-Magenes [12],

\\v\\ 15 15 < C\\fi\\ 7 711 "ffT'T(P,) - "J '"Hi'! (pt)

(iii) Then it is shown that

2 7 7 < C ( [ sup |p(s, x)\2 ds + ||u||2 ii ii + ||v||2 ii ii
H4'8(Pt)- \J0 /lrV ' M UH-4T'-B-(Pt) " NffT'V(Pt)

t

and

77 <C[ sup |p(s,x)| ds + \\u\\2 u ii + ||i;|p ii ii
H 4'8 (Pt) \J0 / lrV n "flT'T(Pt) 11 "HT--B-(Pt)

(iv) Again,

l2 9 < c(N|2 ii ii +||tj||2iin ).
H8(Pt) VM HT~S (Pt) 11 "flT'T (P()

| 11 11 < CM f,\\ 3 3lHTS-(Pt) ~ nJ l"H4-s(Pt)

(v) Then it is shown that

3 3 <c([ sup |p(s, x)|2 ds + ||m||2 7 7 + ||w||2 7 7
5,5 (Pt) \J 0 x "ff4'8(Pt) nHfS(Pt)J

3 3 <c( [ sup |p(s,x)|2 ds + ||w||2 7 7 + ll^ll2 7 7
3'5(Pt) \J 0 X "H3'5(Pi) " nH4-Z(Pt)J

, „ <cl f
"H4'S(Pt)

and

ll&f « < C(||u||2 7 7 + INI2 7 7 ).e ff5(pt) - V" ni/4'g(Pt) 11

(vi) Again,

^M'i(Pt)
< c||/ilU2(p<)

Hi'l (Pt) ~ l/elU2(Pt) +

hI'I (Pt)
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(vii) It is then shown that

ll/eIIL2(Pt) < C f / SUP |p(s> x)\2 ds + + I|w|ll2(0,t;ifi(n))
\J 0 X

ll/ji2(P() ^ ^ SUP IpC5^)!2 ds + + IM| 1,2(0,f;#l (ft)) ̂  )

and

11~Qe 112 i < C(||u||2 i +INI2,! ).
" eUH4(Pt) — VM "h1' 2(_Pt) 11 if '2 (A)

(viii) Finally, the estimation ||u|| i,j < C(/Q< supx \~p\2)^ is obtained.
Since p is the first component of the solution of the Euler system, it follows from 4.34

and 4.35 that

U(t)2<c f sup p2(s, -)2 ds,
Jo x

and so, U(t)2 < c f^U(s)2 ds. Gronwall's lemma implies that U = 0 so that u = v — 0.
Hence the uniqueness of the solution is proved. This ends the proof of Theorem 5. □
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